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UWC (United World Colleges) is a global movement that makes education a force to unite people,
nations and cultures for peace and a sustainable future. UWC has a network of 18 international
schools on four continents, with volunteer-run national committees in more than 155 countries and
territories. Today, over 10 500 students from different countries get a UWC education.

UWC offers a challenging educational experience to a deliberately diverse group of students. It
complements the high academic standards delivered through the International Baccalaureate
Diploma Programme (IBDP) by placing a high value on experiential learning, community service
and outdoor activities.

Admission to a UWC school is independent of socio-economic means, with over 80% of IBDP
students selected by a UWC national committee receiving full or partial financial support.

Since the foundation of the first UWC college in 1962, UWC has inspired a network of almost
60,000 alumni worldwide, who remain engaged with the UWC movement and committed to creating
a more sustainable and peaceful world.

uwc
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Schedule of
Events

Melanie Miller, South Africa
Sol Bradshaw, Great Britain
Ellena Eyakuze, Tanzania
Malcolm Nyondo, Malawi
Sitsandziwe Mncina, Eswatini
Dora Lin, Taiwan (Republic of China)
Lyn Gathaiya, Kenya
Catherine Dyer, USA
Bukhosi Dube, South Africa
Tadiwanashe Mandava, Zimbabwe
Dr Patricia Angoy, Principal 

Elizabeth Cummergen 
IBDP Coordinator 

Dr Patricia Angoy, 
Principal 

Bongani Mwonzora, Zimbabwe
Tanaka Mutumhe, Zimbabwe
Rodney Mataruse, Zimbabwe
Kupakwashe Mhere, Zimbabwe 
Zakithi Khumalo, Eswatini
Reward Mulauzi, Zimbabwe
Claudia Ndjeh, Cameroon
Kojo Yakpo, Germany

Program Directors:
Owenkosi Sigudla, Eswatini
Laurice Jimu, Zimbabwe

Dr Sibongile Gumbi
GC Chair

Tracey Stewart
Director of Residences 

             ALL GUESTS TO BE SEATED FROM 10.30 -  10.45 AM

 

WK JAZZ BAND

PRESENTATION OF CERTIFICATES 

PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESS

THE MARIMBA CREW

WELCOME

GC CHAIR REMARKS

WATERFORD SURVIVORS
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Schedule of
Events

Ayanda Maepa, South Africa
Ariel Thiga, Kenya
Smangesihle Manyatsi, Eswatini
Audrey Nkhoma, Malawi
Lyn Gathaiya, Kenya
Letsile Ginindza, South Africa
Xolile Masuku, South Africa
Vanessa Eyakuze, Tanzania
Wenziwe Zikalala, Eswatini
Christvie Mbuyi, Malawi
Ncusa Myeni, Eswatini
Lorraine Sabi, Tanzania 
Sandzi Xaba,Eswatini
Kendra Mukasa, South Africa
Okwakhe Mabuza, Eswatini
Kabelo Alotsi, Lesotho
Malaika Umuhoza, Uganda
Moses Ndayambaje, Rwanda
Sihlelelwe Dlamini, Eswatini
Malefetsane Mabote, Lesotho

Ncusa Myeni, Eswatini
Wenziwe Zikalala, Eswatini
Lindelwa Ntshakala, Eswatini
Hannah Pfukwa, Zimbabwe
Harrison Banda, Zambia
Wonga Nogwanya, South Africa
Teneze Bako, South Africa
Ruth Haumba, Eswatini
Dora Lin, Taiwan (Republic of China)
Mamohube Mogashoa, South Africa

Ms Elizabeth Cummergen
IBDP Coordinator

Tracy-Marie Wamarema, Kenya

Kyle Moyo, Zimbabwe
Kupakwashe Mhere, Zimbabwe
Tanaka Mutumhe, Zimbabwe 
Sabusiswa Nxumalo, Eswatini
Zakithi Khumalo, Eswatini
Mamohube Mogashoa, South Africa
Christopher Zimbizi, Zimbabwe
Simisiwe Maziya, Eswatini
Titselo Dlamini, Eswatini

CHOIR: IT'S BEEN SEVEN YEARS

 

GUMBOOT DANCE

IBDP COORDINATOR'S REMARKS

POEM: MY LIFE SENTENCE IN FOUR YEARS

MUSIC: ECLIPSED SUNSET
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Schedule of
Events

Rashida Mansha, Bangladesh

Esther Makwaza, Zimbabwe
Tanaka Mutumhe, Zimbabwe
Kyle Moyo, Zimbabwe
Kojo Yakpo, Germany

Aitha Clarette Iriho, Burundi
Natasha Libombo, Mozambique
Sphesihle Shabangu, Eswatini
Tumi Jasmine Neill, Great Britain

Omotola Akingba, Nigeria

Malaika Umuhoza, Uganda
Wenziwe Zikalala, Eswatini
Letsile Ginindza, Eswatini
Okwakhe Mabuza, Eswatini
Xolile Masuku, South Africa
Kabelo Alotsi, Lesotho
Ncusa Myeni, Eswatini

Mrs Anika Rehan Moin 

Mr John Storer
Director of Admissions & University
Advisor

Kojo Yakpo, Germany
Dora Lin, Taiwan (Republic of China)
Kyle Moyo, Zimbabwe
Tanaka Mutumhe, Zimbabwe

CLASS OF 2022 SPEECH 1

SPOKEN WORD: PICTURE ME

AFROBEATS DANCE

CLASS OF 2022 SPEECH 2

DANCE: AMAPIANO

PERFORMANCE 

SEND-OFF

MUSIC: THE BAND 

PROGRAMME DIRECTOR ANNOUNCEMENTS
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CONGRATULATIONS IB CLASS OF 2022

         NAMES                                                                  NATIONALITIES

   Abdallah Komai Alfred Elonai                                       Sudan                                 
   Abraham Violet Wesley Natana                                    South Sudan
   Akingba Omotola                                                          Nigeria
   Akyianu Araba Sekyiwa Ampima                                  Ghana
   Anwar Zahra                                                                 Bangladesh
   Banzusabe Messi-Servant                                            Burundi
   Bashangezi Prince Bishogo                                          DRC
   Bedu-Addo Nana Efua Egyirba                                     Ghana
   Botti Oghenetega Oludolapo                                         Nigeria
   Bulunga Philiswa Sonwabile                                         Eswatini
   Byenkya Gwitwara Abigail                                            Uganda
   Chigerwe Tinotendashe                                                Zimbabwe
   Chigodora Tashinga Alisha                                           Zimbabwe
   Chitsa Dadiso Idah Kimberly                                         Zimbabwe
   Choto Shingai Joshua                                                   Zimbabwe
   Cone Addis Said Vélez                                                 USA
   Consolateur Aime Dieudonne                                       Rwanda
   Cook Eli James                                                             South Africa
   Davie  Isabel Silver                                                       Great Britain
   Delgado Martins  Marguerita Miguel                             Portugal
   Dlamini Nokuphiwa Thobekile                                       Eswatini
   Dlamini Zwakele Sibusisiwe                                          Eswatini  
   Eren Ataberk                                                                 Turkey 
   Etemesi Lorraine Riziki                                                 Kenya  
   Garcia Alexander Matthew Ramos                               Philippines 
   Gaubeca Barahona Andres Felipe                                Panama
   Gennrich Eva Savannha                                               Germany
   Goora Kuzivakwashe Nicholas                                     Zimbabwe 
   Habtegiorgis Biruktayit                                                  Ethiopia
   Hatzipetros Sotirios Giulio                                             Greece 
   Haumba Timothy Emmanuel Malwa                             Uganda
   Hill Simon Christopher                                                  Mozambique
   Holman Bianca Silindzile                                              Eswatini  
   Isa-Mogoba Cyrah Amani Tashata                               South Africa  
   Ishimwe Niyongabo Esther Michele                              Burundi  
   Jeong Wonyeong                                                          South Korea
   Jimu Laurice Tadiwa                                                     Zimbabwe 
   Ju Nahyeon                                                                   South Korea                              
   Kebebew Leoul Fekeremariam                                     Ethiopia
   Khumalo Zakithi Thandeka                                           Eswatini
   Kihunrwa Betty-Sue Nsaa-Iya                                       Tanzania
   Kim  Beom Ju                                                                South Korea
   Kitakule Elizabeth Mutusa                                             Uganda
   Korshumov Veselin Vasilev                                           Bulgaria
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CONGRATULATIONS IB CLASS OF 2022

         NAMES                                                                      NATIONALITIES

   Kuir  Achieng Mayom                                                       South Sudan                   
   Lauriciano Natalie N'tavasi                                               Great Britain
   Lyckander Kristine                                                            Norway
   Mabote Malefetsane Phillip                                               Lesotho
   Mabuza Ntfokoto Nkhosilenhle                                         Eswatini
   Magongo Noxolo                                                               Eswatini
   Makava Brunnet                                                                Zimbabwe
   Makwaza Esther Mapalo                                                   Lesotho                                          
   Manhiça Gina Mariana Magno                                          Mozambique
   Mansha Rashida Mahmud                                                Bangladesh
   Mataruse Rodney Tadiwa                                                 Zimbabwe
   Matsebula Enocentia Itumeleng                                        South Africa
   Mavedzenge Tristan Tanatswa                                         Zimbabwe
   Mavingire Mutsa Charlize                                                  Zimbabwe
   Maziya Simisiwe Badelisile                                               Eswatini
   Mdluli Samkelisiwe Brightness                                          Eswatini
   Mhere Kupakwashe                                                          Zimbabwe
    Mhlophe Mfutho Uzethembile Samkelo                           South Africa
   Mihigo Aurore                                                                    DRC
   Mnisi Khanya Philip                                                           Eswatini
  Mocumbi Bruno                                                                  Mozambique
   Mohamadain Musa Mohamed Ekaram                             Sudan
   Moyo Kyle Tabona                                                            Zimbabwe
   Mpassi Stévie Ibara Fulberte                                            Congo (Brazzaville)
   Mpofu Simangaliso                                                           Zimbabwe
   Mpolokoso Muma Ngambo                                               Zambia
   Msiska Wongani                                                                Malawi
   Mugisha Santiana Shirley Trinitas                                    Burundi
   Mulauzi Reward Panashe                                                 Zimbabwe
   Musarandega Tariro                                                          Zimbabwe
   Mutsigwa Tinotenda                                                          Zimbabwe
   Mutumhe Tanaka Creig                                                    Zimbabwe
   Mwonzora Bongani Mbune                                               Zimbabwe
   Namangale Tamanda Samantha                                      Malawi
   Naujoks Milan Giacomo                                                    Germany
   Ndjeh Claudia                                                                   Cameroon
   Ngwerume Courtney Kundai                                             Zimbabwe
   Nintunze Dylan-Dirac                                                        Burundi
   Nkomo Babongile Heather                                                Zimbabwe
   Nnaggenda Namulinde Dianne                                         Uganda
   Nogwanya Wonga                                                             South Africa
   Nsibande Michael Mfundo                                                 South Africa
   Ntiharirizwa Gloria                                                             Burundi                 
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CONGRATULATIONS IB CLASS OF 2022
         NAMES                                                                     NATIONALITIES

    Nxumalo Sabusiswa                                                        Eswatini
    Nyamemba Britney Esther Kong'ara                               Kenya
    Nzisabira Noah                                                                Germany
   Okumu  Stacy Tryna Shibutse                                          Kenya
    Olmez Aylin Tugce                                                           Eswatini
    Pham Thuy Minh Anh                                                       Vietnam
    Pido Nicole                                                                       Uganda
    Ranooe Neo Malealea                                                     Lesotho
    Sabbath Brian Jabali                                                        USA
    Seipati Moliehi Alina                                                         Lesotho
    Sigudla Owenkosi Christian Siyabulela                            Eswatini
    Sihlongonyane Luyanda Nicole                                        Eswatini
    Sikaulu Basila Tutenzi                                                      Zambia 
    Simelane Phiwe Mercy                                                     Eswatini
    Ssewakiryanga Karla Nambalirwa                                   Uganda 
    van Kooten Brendan Kay                                                 South Africa
    Walyemira Precious Esther Umushaka                            Uganda                                                                      
    Wamarema Tracy-Marie Wanja                                       Kenya
    Wolf Genevieve Arianna                                                  Germany 
    Xu Ruoxiao                                                                      China
    Yakpo Fode Michael Ametefe                                          Germany
    Yuan Cheng Fei Jerry                                                      China 
    Zahra Syed Seemal                                                         Pakistan
    Zimbizi Christopher Panashe                                           Zimbabwe
    Zwane Lukhanyo Oluchi                                                  South Africa
    Åkerlind Kermoury Julia Aicha Elizabeth                         Sweden
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Governing Council Message: Own Your Future
To the IB2 class of 2022;

I wish to congratulate you for arriving at this stage in your lives—your graduation! You deserve to
be proud of yourselves. You deserve to be happy with your accomplishments. 

William Shakespeare crafted the saying, “The world is your oyster”. You have spent years
preparing for this day. No doubt there were a lot of stress, tears, and sacrifices you had to make to
get to this point. Pearls are formed from a situation of stress or challenges. A foreign object, like a
grain of sand, finds an opening into the oyster. It’s painful and irritating to the oyster, and to
protect itself, the oyster starts to cover the foreign object with composite material or nacre. Many
layers later, a beautiful pearl is formed.

Not all oysters produce pearls and pearls are rare. Studying is not easy – it takes courage and
hard work – and many don’t make it. But you persevered, you learned from the lessons life gave
you, and you have evolved into a beautiful, shining pearl. 

The world is full of opportunities. In Death of a Salesman (a throwback from my own IB English Lit
days), Arthur Miller wrote “The world is an oyster, but you don’t crack it open on a mattress.” In
other words, it is you who determines your own success. In life, you need to be strong to face the
reality of who you really are and aspire to be. 

You have received all that Waterford Kamhlaba can offer you. We are already proud of you and
hope that we can continue to be proud of you as you become responsible citizens and change-
makers in the world. Continue to represent your school well and never forget the values of the
UWC mission: which include, celebrating the diversity and differences of the communities you find
yourselves in; demonstrating personal responsibility and integrity; showing compassion and
service; and, respecting your environment in all its aspects.  

Let the pearl that is you shine unapologetically.

Your Governing Council Chair
Dr Sibongile Gumbi
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Principal's Message
Dear Graduating Class of 2022,

You may look back in time and think of this time of your graduation as the most important moment in
your life when you leave your childhood and adolescence behind and go boldly into adulthood. But
...is it? Surely the moment is now. It will always be the present; this is the moment to be.

I wish you many, many important moments in which you will shine, in which you will think and act
with conscience and purpose. The mistakes you have made here at Waterford Kamhlaba remain
here. They should become the lessons you learn in order to make the choices you can now, with
hindsight. 

As you look across your shoulders and see what you leave behind, I hope too you will examine what
you take with you, in your minds and in your hearts. Waterford Kamhlaba will remain a touchstone
for you and one I hope you will come back to, many times. Mostly I wish for you to live each
moment, now. To remember where you were educated, to feel the strength of these granite hills that
surrounded you and protected you, here in eSwatini and to know that you have within you all you
need to go forth in your life and live it peacefully, working together with others for justice in and for
Africa. 

Thank you for being part of the Waterford Kamhlaba family within the United World College
movement. Wherever you find yourselves in the world, we will continue to be here, on this hill, in
this tiny kingdom. We are Kamhlaba. 

Patricia Angoy
Principal
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My Waterford Journey
Zahra Anwar (Bangladesh, WK  2021 - 2022)

 
I’ve never quite forgotten the way my heart almost beat out of my chest the first time I laid
eyes on the school on top of the hill. The way the colors in the sky seemed to melt into each
other, the mountains that stretched far into the distance, the sense of hope that had hung in
the air. It’s been two years at Waterford now, but I’m still in awe of all that it embodies.
Having grown up all my life in the bustling Dhaka city in Bangladesh, I wasn’t accustomed to
not hearing traffic, construction and street hawker noises at all hours of the day. Suddenly,
I’d found myself someplace where if I closed my eyes, the only sounds I could hear were the
chirping of birds, the rustling of leaves and the occasional shouting of enthusiastic IB
students.

Waterford has been a home to me these past two years. It has transformed not only the
ways in which I think about the world but also how I think of myself. The exposure I’ve
received to different cultures, values and perspectives has helped me to attain a better
understanding of the world around me. I’ve never sat in a class where every single one of my
peers had the same experience or opinion or understanding of the world. I’ve looked forward
to each one of my Anthropology and Global Politics lessons – exhilarated by class
discussions and my teachers’ commitment to creating a comfortable and enthusiastic
learning environment.

Waterford has truly helped me to challenge my preconceived biases and acquire knowledge
that I wouldn’t have been able to acquire in any other setting. As different as we all are, WK
has helped me find the beauty in our similarities.
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From impromptu Holi organized by the South Asians on campus to the meticulously organized
TedxUWCSA conferences (in which I had the honor of being a speaker!) – each day at WK
had something new to offer. Waterford’s strong commitment to Community Service allowed me
to volunteer at the Swaziland Animal Welfare Society (SAWS), begin a student-run school
newspaper with my friends for our CAS project called, ‘Voice of the Phoenix’, learn to climb
(Thank you Mr. Reissman! ) and much, much more! 

I’ve made many mistakes on this hill, but I’ve learnt equally as much. There have been nights
where I’ve sat defeated at my desk – unable to fathom how I was meant to go on, but also
mornings where I’ve seen the smiling, jubilant faces of my best friends and known I’d never
seen something more beautiful. I’ll miss the celebratory mood in the hostel on Monday cheese
evenings, and the consequent gloom on Tuesday macaroni lunches. I’ll miss the fights over
shower times and even the chronically non-functioning Wi-Fi router. I’ll miss the
temperamental Waterford weather – especially days where you can’t see where you’re walking
on the field amidst all the fog. But most of all, I’ll miss being on this hill. With all its quirks and
laughter and kindness. I’ll always be grateful for the school on top of the hill and all that it’s
given me. 
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My WK Experience
Khanya Mnisi (Eswatini, WK 2016 - 2022)

 
2,557! That’s the number of days I have been a student at Waterford Kamhlaba, which totals 7 years. It
would be remiss of me to understate the value and influence that this institution has had on my life. When I
strode onto this campus in 2016, I was honestly oblivious to the environment that I was entering. From the
wide-ranging discussions on global issues, the climate, and social justice causes, I quickly realized that I
was in for quite the ride. The shift from primary school was no small feat. 

To come to Waterford inevitably calls for one to be challenged and stretched. Not only in academia but in
sports, community outreach, and one’s values and opinions. In that regard, I can safely say that the
stretching that I’ve experienced has made me more confident, knowledgeable and inquisitive.

Arriving on campus, one will immediately face the deliberate diversity of the school. Not just of nationality
but of thought and aptitude. I, of course, have met many people who have shared my values, and frame of
thinking. However, I’ve come to know many who don’t share my values or thoughts. Yet, in these years on
campus, I have grown to appreciate all the people I’ve agreed with and disagreed with because they’ve
pushed me to stretch my thinking beyond my bubble of understanding. The school has given me what I
would call an abridged picture of the wider world, which I will now be entering.

With my many discussions and encounters with fellow students in form 1-IB2, I have had the opportunity to
widen my interests by learning about a range of authors and artists who I likely wouldn’t have learned
about without the precise conditions and context that Waterford laid out. From the likes of Fyodor
Dostoevsky, George Ayyitey, Jonathan Ive, and Alejandro González Iñárritu, their names would have never
entered my conscience were it not for the school library and my rich discussions with both peers and
teachers.

From being practically mediocre in English in primary school to it becoming one of my best subjects, I can
only thank each of my teachers over the years for instilling their passion in me for the subject. The same is
true for every other subject. From Business Management to Theatre, words cannot describe the gratitude I
have for each of my teachers. The inclusion of the Theory of Knowledge class in IB, where we discussed
philosophical issues relating to the nature of truth was one of my favourite academic experiences.

I have also had the joy of partaking in a variety of student-led activities. I have participated in gardening,
rock climbing, short story writing, poetry, theatre sports, and carpentry. Likewise, I had the pleasure of
starting and leading a Film club in the school where my team and I have made several comedic and
dramatic short films. We’ve even had the pleasure of virtually hosting the acclaimed South African
filmmaker Zola Maseko in a conversation about his filmmaking career.  

I have also been graced to have had one of my original play texts titled Home selected and produced by
the theatre class of UWC Dilijan in 2020.                                                                                                                 
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Additionally, I can humbly mention that I have done a TEDx Talk titled “What an Atheist taught me about
belief” where I discussed how everyone should have a sound reason for their beliefs. This experience then
led me to become a head organizer of the 2022 TEDx conference on campus. Then of course my major
highlight was performing in the one-act play Tragedy: A Tragedy. The first school play since the outbreak
of Covid-19.

Being a part of the Waterford community has opened my eyes to the complex world that I will be entering
upon graduation. It would be reasonable for one to feel melancholic over leaving what has been a key
aspect of one’s life for 7 years. But I remember when my family and I moved from South Africa to Eswatini
when I was 7 years old, the very feelings of melancholy were potent then. But with time and maturity, I
have come to realize the words spoken by the brilliant poet T.S Elliot:

“What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end is to make a beginning. The end is
where we start from.”

As I conclude, I leave the reader with this: once I walk down Waterford hill for the last time, I will boldly
walk off the campus with confidence in this ending yet new beginning.

To all the teachers, staff, administration and student body, with the deepest sincerity, gratitude, and hope. 
Farewell.
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My Waterford Journey
Tracy-Marie Wanja Wamarema (Kenya, WK  2019 - 2022)

 
Waterford has been a journey of self-creation wrapped amid self-discovery. I came here 4
years ago knowing so little yet so sure of the little I knew. Having lived in Kenya for my
entire 14 years, I had become accustomed to a particular way of life. A way of doing and
viewing things that unfortunately was not up for question. There was rarely an explanation
for why we did these things other than tradition. Waterford was a completely different ball
game; zero to 100, I’d say. Everything was up for question and little conformed for the mere
sake of conformity. I can’t accurately recreate the feeling of it but imagine living in a fishbowl
all your life and then suddenly being dropped in the ocean.

The currents of excitement and fear took turns carrying me through my first year. There was
so much sea to see, so much to discover, experience, and learn. It was all new, so it was all
exciting. I still remember how enthralled I was by the Magic Walk and what a huge deal it
was the first time my best friend Shreya and I got a tour of it. The current of fear was less
pleasant. In the vastness of the ocean, there was a new sense of freedom that I had never
been exposed to before.

This freedom was scary at first and I admit I didn’t know how to handle it. I was afraid that I
would lose the values that made me who I am and adopt foreign ones that didn’t match my
background or culture. So, I resisted change as we all initially do. I clung to the identity that I
had inherited and thought myself valiant for doing so. In retrospect, I was narrow-minded
and naïve among other things. Change came anyway, along the path of least resistance that
just so happened to be the Slam Poetry club.
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I still remember the first time I attended Slam Poetry. It was a small group outside the IT centre, all IBs except
my then form 4 self. We sat in a circle and everyone said a poem but I chickened out because at that moment I
realized there was a difference between fishbowl poetry and ocean poetry. Each poem was so different in
content but all were similar in their authenticity. They didn’t try to conform to any poetry norms. They just poured
out their thoughts on paper and then allowed us the privilege of hearing them. I had never written like that
before- free and unstructured without forcing my train of thought into conformity. The next week I did say
something, it was my first truly original piece and from then on Wednesday evenings became routine. This was
the first chink in my rigid armour and over time I became more receptive to innovation.

There are too many such experiences that WK has granted me, experiences that broadened my perspective and
opened my mind to new ways of seeing things. There are too many to speak of but if I could summarize, I’d say
the journey was not so much about trying to navigate the waters of the ocean as compared to the fishbowl, it
was realizing that it was never about the fishbowl or the ocean, to begin with. I met some fish in the ocean who
behaved as though they were living in a fishbowl and I met others who’d lived in a fishbowl just like me but
behaved as though they had no recollection of it.

At the end of the day, it was all about perspective and I’ll be eternally grateful to Waterford for exposing me to
so many new ones. Here’s to more fun in the ocean! 
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If you choose to sign the UWC Pledge card, please send an email to engagement@waterford.sz
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Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA
P. O Box 52

Mbabane H100
Eswatini

 

Office: +268 2422 0866 
communications@waterford.sz

www.waterford.sz
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